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The enhancement of charged-particle pairs with large pseudorapidity difference and small az-
imuthal angle difference, often referred to as the “ridge signal”, is a phenomenon widely observed
in high multiplicity proton-proton, proton-ion and deutron-ion collisions, which is not yet fully
understood. In heavy-ion collisions, the hydrodynamic expansion of the Quark-Gluon Plasma is
the most popular explanation of the ridge signal. Measurements in the 4+4− collision system,
without the complexities introduced by hadron structure in the initial state, can be a new oppor-
tunity to examine the formation of a ridge signal. The first measurement of two-particle angular
correlation functions in high multiplicity 4+4− collisions at

√
B = 10.52 GeV is reported. About

31.5 fb−1 hadronic 4+4− annihilation data collected by the Belle detector at KEKB are used in
this study. Two-particle angular correlation functions are measured over the full azimuth and
large pseudorapidity intervals which are defined by either the electron beam axis or the event
thrust as a function of charged particle multiplicity. The measurement in the event thrust analysis,
with mostly quark and anti-quark pairs determining the reference axis, is sensitive to soft gluon
emissions associated with the outgoing (anti-)quarks. No significant ridge signal is observed with
analyses performed in either coordinate system. Near-side jet correlations appear to be absent in
the thrust axis analysis. The measurements are compared to predictions from various 4+4− event
generators and expected to provide new constraints to the phenomenological models in the low
collision energy regime.
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The measurement of two-particle angular correlation functions is a well-established observable
for the study of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) formation in nucleus-nucleus collisions [1–4]. A
ridge-like structure for particle pairs having large differences in pseudorapidity (Δ[, where [ =

− ln tan \/2 with the polar angle \ defined relative to the counterclockwise beam), but small
differences in azimuthal angle (Δq), has been observed in such collisions. For nucleus-nucleus
collisions, this signal is interpreted as the consequence of the hydrodynamical expansion of the QGP
with fluctuations of the initial density, or the initial azimuthal anisotropy of the fireball in non-central
events [5, 6]. The ridge-like signal was also observed in high charged-particle multiplicity events in
proton-proton, proton-nucleus, deuteron-nucleus and helium-nucleus collisions [7–15]. However,
the physical origin of the ridge signal in these smaller collision systems is not yet understood [16, 17].
In hadron-initiated collision systems, the complexity introduced by initial states cannot be easily
factored out. A large number of theoreticalmodels based on different underlyingmechanisms such as
partonic initial state correlations [18], final-state interactions [19, 20] and hydrodynamic medium
expansion [21] have been proposed to explain the observed ridge-like signal in small collision
systems. The measurement of high charged-particle multiplicity events originating from the two-
quark system could offer significant insights into the origin of the ridge-like signal [22]. Recently,
experimental studies have been extended to even smaller collision systems such as electron-ion [23]
and electron-position (4+4−) [24] collisions. No significant ridge-like signal was observed in these
measurements. Taking advantage of the clean environment in 4+4− collisions and high-statistics
data collected with the Belle detector at KEKB, the analysis is performed for the first time at a
center-of-mass energy of

√
B = 10.52 GeV, which is 60 MeV lower than the Υ(4() resonance.

In this study, a data sample of 31.5 fb−1 collected by the Belle detector [25] is analyzed.
Hadronic event selections [26], including requirements on event multiplicity and energy sum in the
electromagnetic calorimeter, are adopted to suppress contaminations from two-photon, radiative
Bhabha and other QED events. Particles used in the calculation of the correlation functions are
primary charged-particle tracks, defined as prompt tracks or decay products of intermediate particles
with proper lifetime g < 1 cm/2. The corresponding requirement on real data is +A < 1 cm, where
+A is the distance in the transverse plane of the decay vertex from the primary vertex.

To eliminate the effects of the nonuniform detection efficiency and misreconstruction bias,
efficiency correction factors are derived with the EvtGen [27] and pythia [28] based Belle Monte
Carlo (MC) samples, which include simulated hadronic @@̄ (@ = D, 3, B, 2) fragmentation as well
as low multiplicity 4+4− → g+g− and two-photon processes. The details of particle selection
treatments and analysis scheme are described in [29]. Intervals of offline multiplicities, denoted
#Offline

Trk , in which results are classified, and their corresponding averagemultiplicities after efficiency
correction 〈#Corr

Trk 〉 are listed in Table 1.
The two-particle correlation function is explored in two coordinate systems – beam and thrust

axis coordinates in the 4+4− center-of-mass frame. In the viewpoint of relativistic fluid dynam-
ics [30], conventional measurements in beam axis coordinates are sensitive to their transverse
directions, probing any anisotropic behaviour in the QCD medium, which are widely studied as
the phenomena of elliptic or triangular flow [6, 31, 32]. In the 4+4− annihilation process, when
the interacting system is located in between or along the color string connecting the @@̄, measuring
with a coordinate system defined by the event thrust axis provides a more direct picture. In Fig. 1,
correlation functions with offline charged particle multiplicity #Offline

Trk ≥ 12 are shown for both
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Table 1: Average multiplicities and corrected multiplicities of different #Offline
Trk intervals.

#Offline
Trk interval Fraction of data (%) 〈#Offline

Trk 〉 〈#Corr
Trk 〉

6 ≤ #Offline
Trk < 10 43.56 6.97 7.05

10 ≤ #Offline
Trk < 12 2.58 10.26 10.12

12 ≤ #Offline
Trk < 14 0.28 12.20 11.88

#Offline
Trk ≥ 12 0.29 12.32 11.99

#Offline
Trk ≥ 14 0.02 14.22 13.72

beam and thrust axis coordinates. In the beam axis coordinate view, the peak near the origin
(Δ[,Δq) = (0, 0) has contributions from pairs originating in the same jet, while the structure
at Δq ≈ c is from back-to-back correlations. The particles in 4+4− collisions mainly come from
dijet-like @@̄ events. In contrast, for the thrust axis coordinates, the dominant structure is the hill-like
bump near (Δ[,Δq) ≈ (0, c), while a sizeable near-side correlation is lacking. Investigations by
simulations tuned from

√
B = 10.52 GeV to 50 GeV show the magnitude of the near-side peak in

the correlation function is strongly correlated with the collision energy when presented under thrust
axis coordinates.
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Figure 1: Two-particle correlation functions for beam (left) and thrust (right) axis analyses with offline
multiplicity #Offline

Trk ≥ 12.

Fig. 2 shows the measurement of projected correlation . (Δq) in the long-range region (1.5 ≤
|Δ[ | < 3.0) after the “zero yield at minimum”(ZYAM) method [33], along with the comparison
of predictions from pythia 6.205 based Belle MC, herwig 7.1.5 [34] and sherpa 2.2.5 [35] event
generators. In the beam axis coordinates, all generator expectations are consistent with data in
the near-side ridge region, but deviate in the away-side region. Under the thrust axis analysis, the
Belle simulation, with specific tunes subjected to Belle data, gives a better description of data. A
larger discrepancy from data is seen in the herwig simulation, especially in the near-side ridge-
prone region and away-side region, hence a conclusion similar to that reported in [24] based on the
analysis of ALEPH archived data.

Since no significant ridge yield is observed in either beam or thrust axis analysis, a bootstrap
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procedure [36] is implemented and the 95% confidence limit of the integrated ridge yield is reported.
For results with scarce ridge signal, an over 5f significance level for measuring less than 10−7 ridge
yield is quoted, instead. The upper limits as a function of 〈#Corr

Trk 〉 are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Comparison of ZYAM-subtracted . (Δq) in the range 1.5 ≤ |Δ[ | < 3.0 for beam (left) and thrust
(right) axis analyses. The colored bands show simulation predictions from pythia (green), herwig (blue)
and sherpa (violet). The error bars on the data represent the statistical uncertainties, and the gray boxes are
systematic uncertainties.

In summary, the first measurement of two-particle correlation function in hadronic 4+4−
collisions at

√
B = 10.52 GeV is reported. No significant ridge-like structure in either beam or thrust

axis analysis is observed in the Belle dataset. Similar to the conclusion from the previous analysis
with ALEPH archived data, the results in this study are found to be better described by pythia and
sherpa than herwig.
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